Abstract-In grid system error during sending information due to devastating factors like external electromagnetic sources and noise is inevitable. The Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) method is used for error detection. CRC is used to control such factors in received information. In this paper, the new method based on CRC has been introduced that is able to detect the exact place of double bits error and correct them. In this method the receiver divide the received data on polynomial generator, g(x), and then get the remainder. Receiver can correct double bits error by comparing the remainder and the content of the look-up table. The result show that presented method can reduce the traffic for application that have low bit error rate (BER).
I. INTRODUCTION The popularity of the Internet and the availability of powerful computers and high-speed networks as low-cost commodity components are changing the way we use computers today [1] . These technical opportunities have led to the possibility of using geographically distributed and multi-owner resources to solve large-scale problems in science, engineering, and commerce [1] .Recent research on these topics has led to the emergence of a new paradigm known as grid computing [2] .These powerful paradigm has been used in various sciences such as spaceship process imaging and medical science [3] , [4] . To achieve the promising potentials of tremendous distributed resources, effective and efficient error detection and correction are fundamentally important.
The accuracy of the transferred data is vital for grid system. There are devastating factors like external electromagnetic sources, bandwidth limit and noise that cause error in transferred information. For increasing the quality of service, controlling this problem is one of the data link layer duties in grid. A cyclic redundancy check (CRC) is a type of function that takes as input a data stream of any length, and produces as output a value of a certain space, commonly a 32-bit integer. A CRC can be used as a checksum to detect accidental alteration of data during transmission or storage. The CRC was invented by W. Wesley Peterson, and published in his 1961 paper [5] . The IEEE-recommended Seyes Hasan Es-hagi is member of Young Researchers Club, Tabriz Branch, Islamic Azad University, Tabriz Branch, Tabriz, Iran phone: +989143171845; fax: +984114201024; e-mail: es-hagi@iaut.ac.ir and es_hagi@gmail.com 32-bit CRC used in Ethernet and elsewhere, appeared at a telecommunications conference in 1975 [6] . According to ability of CRC method of errors detection, this method is strongest control method that also is used in data link protocols, PPP 1 , HDLC 2 , and Ethernet and in TCP/IP 3 stack protocols like IP4 4 , UDP 5 , and TCP. This method can only detect the errors in a way that receiver in case of error request for resending from sender considering copy of transferred information in his buffer, will send the faulty information again. But in most applications one or two bits of error correction will be better than burst and multiple errors detection, because it can prevent resending information and also has significant role on reducing traffic. Sunil Shukla and his friends in [7] have shown that by using CRC method we can correct the single-bit error.
In this paper, we show how to produce control bits in sender and reaction of receiver for received bits, then will review Sunil Shukla method that uses CRC to correct single-bit error. In the next section, details of using CRC to correct double bits error and produced look-up table to error correction will be represented, and finally we will conclude these methods.
II. CRC CALCULATION METHODS
CRC is one of the most famous and strongest error control methods. A CRC is an error-detecting code. Its computation resembles a long division operation in which the quotient is discarded and the remainder becomes the result, with the important distinction that the arithmetic used is the carry-less arithmetic of a finite field. The length of the remainder is always less than or equal to the length of the divisor, which therefore determines how long the result can be.
Let g(x) be the CRC generator polynomial (the selection of generator polynomial is the most important part of implementing the CRC algorithm. The polynomial must be chosen to maximize the error detecting capabilities while minimizing overall collision probabilities) of degree n-k where n is the codeword length and k is the message length. Let v(x), e(x), and r(x) represent the polynomials associated with the n bit codeword where v(x) is the sending codeword polynomial, e(x) is the error codeword polynomial, and r(x) is the receiving codeword polynomial. These three polynomials are related by r(x) = v(x) + e(x). The remainder resulting from the division of by g(x), denoted as , is equal to zero or a constant sequence [8] . Therefore the remainder resulting at the The correction is easily implemented by inverting the bit of the receiving codeword at that position. Regarding to the properties of CRC generator polynomial can select specific CRC that can correct as follow: All single-bit errors. All double bits error, if G(x) had at least three sentences. All odd errors, if G(x) can be divided by x+1. Many of burst error that its length be less than G(x) length. To have the above properties the primitive generator polynomial should be used to produce CRC. There are several standard and common CRC that is described in [9] . CRC can be implemented in hardware by three techniques serial, parallel and look-up tables. Method of look-up table includes saved CRC for all input moods. For example, for given four bits there is a need for saved quantity in look-up table. Serial implementation uses Liner Feedback Shift Registers (LFSR) that division is done by shifting to left and subtraction by XOR [10] . One example can clarify this technique. To compute an n-bit binary CRC, line the bits are representing the input in a row, and position the (n+1)-bit patterns representing the CRC's divisor underneath the left-hand end of the row [11] . Here is the first calculation for computing a 3-bit CRC:
If the input bit above the leftmost divisor bit is zero, do nothing and move the divisor to the right by one bit. If the input bit above the leftmost divisor bit is 1, the divisor is exclusive-OR into the input. The divisor is then shifted one bit to the right, and the process is repeated until the divisor reaches the right-hand end of the input row. Here is the last calculation:
00000000001110 ß result of multiplication calculation 1011 ß divisor ----------------------00000000000101 ß remainder (3 bits) Since the leftmost divisor bit zeroed every input bit it touched, when this process ends the only bits in the input row that can be nonzero are the n bits at the right-hand end of the row. These n bits are the remainder of the division step, and will also be the value of the CRC function.
III. RELATED WORK
The common method for single-bit error detection based on a look-up table has been presented in [5] and [11] . In [5] 
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IV. DOUBLE BITS ERROR CORRECTION BASED ON CRC
The given method in this paper uses CRC-16 for correcting double bits error that are likely to happen in 16-bit data. In this paper it is supposed that only two bit errors have happened. A look-up Function is done again, if the remainder is zero so the error has been specified properly and we finish the algorithm; otherwise the next couple refers to real place of error in information and should be corrected. The above method has been given in chart (1).
V. RESULT
An important reason for the popularity of CRCs for detecting the accidental alteration of data is their efficiency guarantee. Errors in both data transmission channels and magnetic storage media tend to be distributed non-randomly, making CRC properties more useful than alternative schemes such as multiple parity checks, but main drawback of CRC is the inability of it in the case of error correction. So in this paper we introduce the new method based on CRC code that is suitable for error correction in more applications. This method is based on look-up table, so have a high speed rather than other common error correction techniques because of advanced memory technology. The advantages of our method are simple circuit structure and high speed operation.
(1)
VI. CONCLUSION CRC is the method that can detect the error in transferring data between two points in grid and can't correct the errors. But in grid error correction is important. In this paper a new method based on CRC has been introduced for double bits error correction. This method used look-up table for error correction. This method is very suitable for the applications that have low BER. In this case, the network traffic is reduced, because this method can reduce retransmission. For future work, this method can be developed for more that double bits error correction. APPENDIX A 
